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Welcome to 2020
ke
r

In the early 1970s, top executives at Royal Dutch Shell had an uneasy
feeling that their world was about to change, profoundly and forever.

aw

As Art Kleiner recounts in his book The Age of Heretics: A History of

H

the Radical Thinkers Who Reinvented Corporate Management (2008),

©

as the seventies dawned, nations of the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) were expressing growing discontent about
simply renting their land to oil companies; they now wanted a piece
of the action—namely, stock in the oil companies. At the same time
that these dark clouds were forming over the oil supply, global thirst
for oil continued to rise, putting the world only one or two oil-supply
hiccups away from a major spike in prices.
Shell executives could see that these two trends were on a collision
course—one that could lead to a worldwide oil shortage and economic
calamity. Shell oﬃcials and managers knew they needed to do something diﬀerent, yet they weren’t sure what course to take. So, for the
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most part, they proceeded with business as usual—buying the same
equipment, leases, and contracts as if nothing would happen.
A team of twenty forward-thinking executives at Shell, however,
began to plot a diﬀerent course. They gathered all the information
they could ﬁnd about the “triangle” of the three key players in the
world’s energy economy: oil companies, oil-producing nations, and
oil-consuming nations. They began role-playing how these three players
might respond to key predetermined events, inevitable occurrences
such as the continued rising global demand for oil, which they viewed

io

n

as being as predictable as heavy rains in the mountains creating ﬂoods

at

a few days later in downstream villages.

Ed
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Eventually, these forward thinkers wrote six stories about what
might happen over the next few years and how the key players in the
oil economy might respond to various predetermined events. Five of

ow

the scenarios painted more or less rosy pictures of the future (with

nl

optimistic titles like “Surprise-Free World” and “Three Miracles”). In

w

these ﬁve scenarios, free-market forces or expanded drilling in Western

Br
o

countries were expected to save the day—the prevailing view at the time
within the industry. One scenario, however, painted a darker picture.

ke
r

It envisioned, among other occurrences, an Iran where a growing

aw

population, declining oil reserves, and concerns about fundamentalist
Islamic revolution would prompt the shah, the erstwhile friend of the

H

oil companies, to reluctantly raise prices. On the heels of the shah’s
decision, other oil-producing countries—especially those less favorably

©
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inclined to the West—would quickly fall in line, cutting production
and raising prices.
It was a scenario that most Shell executives did not want to hear or
think about. Yet they intuitively sensed its plausibility. Slowly at ﬁrst,
then more systematically, managers throughout the company began
to justify their decisions based on the six scenarios—including the
crisis one. While their competitors continued to ignore the changes
occurring around them and conduct business as usual, the executives
at Shell began to make diﬀerent decisions about where to drill and
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what kind of oil leases to make. Shell managers became more frugal,
bracing the company for the worst-case scenario.
In October 1973, that scenario did occur. In response to U.S. support
for Israel during the so-called Yom Kippur war, the Arab members
of OPEC imposed an embargo, sharply cutting exports and raising
prices. Of all the major oil companies, then called the “seven sisters”
of oil, Royal Dutch Shell (which had once been labeled the “ugly sister”
for its small stature among its rivals) was much better prepared than
its competitors and eventually went from being the ugly sister of the

io

n

industry to the main competitor of the world’s largest oil company,

at

Exxon (Schwartz, 1991). By anticipating the future, Shell was able to

Ed
uc

position itself not only to ride out the crisis, but actually to ride it to
the top (Kleiner, 2008).

To this day, Shell continues to develop scenarios for the future of

ow

global energy and make these publicly available on its website. The prac-

nl

tice of scenario planning has also spread across the business world and

w

other ﬁelds, including national security (National Intelligence Council,

Br
o

2004; National Intelligence Council, 2008). This chapter describes how
we used a similar scenario-planning process at McREL to think about

ke
r

the unthinkable and develop the four scenarios presented in this book.

aw

Our Scenario-Planning Process

H

As the Royal Dutch Shell example illustrates, scenario planning is a

©

process of envisioning possible futures to help anticipate and prepare
for changes beyond our control. A scenario is not a prediction, nor is
it complete ﬁction; rather, it is a plausible future reality based on data
and careful analysis of trends—including both critical uncertainties
and predetermined events.
Scenario planning is diﬀerent from other kinds of planning. Instead
of anticipating steps in a more or less straight line—projecting our
future actions years in advance—it recognizes that, like the line from
the famous Robert Burns poem “To a Mouse,” the “best laid schemes
of mice and men, go often askew.” Thus, scenario planning explores

© 2012 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781742391939 • SOT1939
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uncertainties and how these uncertainties may interact with one another and predetermined events to upturn our best-laid plans.

Our Focal Issue
All scenario planning begins with a carefully crafted strategic question, or focal issue, which helps to limit the exploration of future trends.
In our case, we focused on this question: “What will teaching and
learning look like in 2020?”
At ﬁrst blush, this question may appear rather straightforward, if

io

n

not simplistic. But, in fact, it is stated in such a way as to focus our

at

attention on several signiﬁcant issues. Most notably, by focusing on

Ed
uc

“teaching and learning” rather than on, say, “American education” or
the “educational system,” we have not conﬁned our view of the future
to include the current system of education. We know that the current

ow

system may change, and, indeed, some of the scenarios we have written

w

nl

describe some of these potential changes.

Br
o

Our Critical Uncertainties
Our methodology for developing these scenarios closely followed

ke
r

guidance from Peter Schwartz, former head of scenario planning

aw

at Royal Dutch Shell, who became the cofounder and chairman of
Global Business Network. Based on his experience in scenario plan-

H

ning, Schwartz suggests distilling all of the trends that are likely to
inﬂuence the future into just two critical uncertainties that relate to

©
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the focal issue (see, for example, Ogilvy & Schwartz, n.d.). The two
critical uncertainties form the x and y axes of a Cartesian plane, with
the resulting four quadrants of the graph representing four possible
resolutions to these uncertainties, or scenarios of the future. This is
the scenario framework. Certainly, more complicated scenarios could
be built with the addition of other uncertainties, but the resulting
complexity (a Cartesian space with three axes, for example, creates a
cube of eight diﬀerent scenarios) is often more confusing and nuanced
than helpful.
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We identiﬁed our critical uncertainties after exploring the broad
range of factors from a wide array of areas—including economics,
politics, demographics, technology, and contemporary culture—that
we believed were likely to drive change in the future. This is not easy
work. We struggled over the course of many meetings to identify the
right critical uncertainties and how to label the ends of these axes,
knowing that the rest of our scenario-building process would depend
on the framework created in this step.
The two uncertainties we used to create our scenario framework were:

io

n

1 Outcomes of education (see ﬁg. 1.1, critical uncertainty 1)

at

2 Direction of reform (see ﬁg. 1.2, critical uncertainty 2, on

Ed
uc

page 17)

ow

Critical Uncertainty #1: Outcomes of Education

This ﬁrst critical uncertainty relates to the historic relationship between

w

nl

how we as a society deﬁne the desired outcomes, or measures of success,

Br
o

for the educational system and the students the system serves—whether
through measuring student progress against a set of standardized out-

ke
r

comes or by allowing, indeed, even expecting, varied, or diﬀerentiated,

aw

outcomes for students, based upon their learning needs and life aspirations.
Outcomes of Education

Standardized

H

Differentiated

©

Figure 1.1: Critical uncertainty 1.

American education today seems to have planted its policies squarely
in the ground of demanding a standard set of outcomes for all students.
These outcomes might be described as: meeting or exceeding statedetermined standards in reading, writing, and mathematics; graduating
from high school; and being accepted into a postsecondary educational
institution or ﬁnding a job that provides a living wage. Such a standard
approach to deﬁning outcomes ensures that policy does not allow
diﬀerent groups of students to be systematically undereducated or

© 2012 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781742391939 • SOT1939
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arbitrarily placed in “tracks” where expectations for academic success
are lower and life choices fewer.
Moreover, the argument goes, with the dawn of the 21st century and
its associated global, technological, economic, and other competitive
challenges, who can aﬀord not to be “college ready”? To demand anything less than 100-percent proﬁciency on high standards of knowledge
and skill—from every single American student—would be foolish in a
rapidly changing world such as ours. Not only is the standards movement strong, but a progression toward a common core of “fewer, clearer,

at

hodgepodge of state standards currently in place.

io

n

higher” standards is moving rapidly across the nation to replace the

Ed
uc

At the same time, however, there is evidence of tension in the system,
as some ask whether we might better meet the demands of a complex
global economy by identifying, educating toward, and certifying the

ow

wide array of competencies required to meet its needs—be they aca-

nl

demic, technical, or in some other category we have yet to imagine.

w

As business writer Daniel H. Pink (2005) has argued in his bestselling

Br
o

book A Whole New Mind, it is our ability to be creative, to innovate,
and to design new solutions to the dilemmas of a new age that will

ke
r

give America its competitive edge over the Asian countries, which are

aw

increasingly excelling in science and technology.
Proponents for a more diﬀerentiated approach to learning outcomes

H

also ask whether graduation rates would improve and whether fewer
children would be “left behind” if students were allowed to demonstrate

©
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variable competencies according to their own interests, aptitudes, and
personal achievements. Certainly the customization of every other
aspect of our lives, from the home page on our laptop computers to
the ringtone of our cell phones, lends support for diﬀerentiating the
outcomes of learning. Perhaps moving from a standardized approach
to deﬁning outcomes for learning on a student-by-student basis could
be a win-win, diﬀerentiation advocates wonder—as long as issues of
equity and fairness are addressed as we build (or rebuild) the system.
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Critical Uncertainty #2: Direction of Reform

The second critical uncertainty relates to the controlling theory of
action among educators, policymakers, and society in general regarding
what it will take to reform the educational system—whether we can
“optimize” the current system, tweaking, improving, and revamping it
here and there as needed, or whether we must abandon our current
system altogether, blowing it up and starting over, so to speak, by
engaging in a wholesale reinvention that results in a new system of

Direction of Reform

Ed
uc

Figure 1.2: Critical uncertainty 2.

Reinvented

at

Optimized
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schooling with few, if any, vestiges of the current one.
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Since the publication of A Nation at Risk (National Commission on
Excellence in Education, 1983), education reform has provided pundits,

w

nl

policymakers, and education professionals of every stripe with a mis-

Br
o

sion: identify the best method for reforming the American educational
system so that all students meet high standards of success. But what

ke
r

particular combination of curricular, pedagogical, and policy elements
provides the best learning environment for ensuring that no child is

aw

left behind? It is safe to assume that over the next decade, attempts to

H

reform education will continue. The uncertainty is whether the direc-

©

tion of those attempts will be toward sustaining the current system or
toward building something new.
Sustaining, or optimizing, the educational system does not mean
that nothing will change. Although system optimizers value the federal, state, and local structures that are in place to fund schools, to
guarantee equity and quality of educational outcomes, and to provide
accountability mechanisms appropriate for a public good, they also
believe that more can be done to improve the system and its outcomes.
The standards movement of the 1990s and the subsequent high-stakes
accountability movement that began at the turn of the century are
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examples of eﬀorts to optimize the current system. Indeed, NCLB,
with its mandated state assessments, accountability provisions, and
teacher-quality regulations, went further than any federal education
law in history to grab hold of the existing components of the system
and force them to work in the ways in which they were intended.
System reinventers, on the other hand, have set their sights on the
“creative destruction” of the current system and construction of a new
system as the key to success. These reformers have lost faith in all or
parts of the current system and seek new, more outside-of-the-box

io

n

strategies to meet the goals. Here is where we ﬁnd proponents of vouch-

at

ers, home schools, social networking and other cooperative learning

Ed
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environments, and many online learning providers.

In some cases, system reinvention is occurring unintentionally as a
“disruptive innovation” in which individuals avail themselves of certain

ow

educational products, such as online courses, because they meet a

nl

speciﬁc need not being met by traditional schools. Over time, the in-

w

novation (for example, virtual schooling) becomes more satisfactory than

Br
o

the traditional system. The new world of learning may not be described
as a system at all but rather the way in which education takes place.

ke
r

In reality, the distinction between optimization and reinvention is

aw

subtle, and even a trend toward optimization of the current system,

H

depending upon its nature, may in fact reinvent the system.

Our Scenario Framework
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Graphing critical uncertainty 1 (outcomes of education) and critical
uncertainty 2 (direction of reform) creates the scenario framework
in ﬁgure 1.3 (page 20). Each of the four quadrants provides a basis for
a scenario:
÷ “Test Day at Bronx City Day School” depicts the optimized/

standardized quadrant, where educational outcomes have been
standardized for all students and the current system has remained
more or less intact, having been optimized, not reinvented.
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